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Wiley X’s Thomas Wæver welcomes new distibutor
for Iceland, Henrik Kassow Andersen.
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message on the value of premier fishing eyewear hits home.
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cross both sides of the Atlantic there
are reasons to celebrate for premier
protective eyewear manufacturer,
Wiley X. Both sectors of the business
are marking milestones in their
histories – Wiley X U.S. is 30 years
old this year, while over in Denmark the EMEA arm
of the business is ten.
These celebrations come off the back of a
successful 2016 that has seen Wiley X continue to
grow in the premium polarised eyewear sector.
Thomas Wæver, Wiley X EMEA Vice President
and Outdoor Director, said: “It was a fantastic year
for us as we kept adding key ﬁshing distributors
for important countries. The word is spreading
that Wiley X has so much more to offer than
just amazing polarised lenses – the experience of
our new distributor in Iceland, Henrik Kassow
Andersen, is testament to that (see panel below).
“Our growth is spurred by the fact that there is a
growing realisation that Wiley X brings much more
than a pair of polarised sunglasses to the table.
All eyewear is ANSI Z87.1 rated as well as being
EN.166 certiﬁed. Almost all are prescription-ready
and delivered with a limited lifetime warranty. There

is also our world patented Gasket System (Facial
Cavity™ Seal) and the fact that we are able to supply
any of our distributors with product from our EMEA
warehouse within 24 hours.”
Director of Corporate Accounts and Outdoor
Sales in the U.S., Ray Hill, added: “Customers are
continuing to educate themselves that polarised
eyewear is more than just about UV protection.
It’s a tool – and a very important one at that – as
it not only protects the longevity of your eyes and
eliminates glare, but in the case of WX, it provides
independently lab certiﬁed lenses that provide true
unbalanced optical clarity without distortion and a
level of impact protection no other brand does.”
Wiley X EMEA is celebrating its anniversary
during its appearances at trade shows across Europe,
including EFTTEX in Hungary, and the launch of an
apparel line this month. It will also be hoping to add
more distributors across the region.
“Right now, the French and Spanish markets
are high on my list of important markets to cover,”
added Wæver. “However, basically we are intent on
developing all areas where Wiley X is not represented
in not only the ﬁshing market, but also the hunting,
shooting and outdoor sectors.”

Hill added that like Wiley X EMEA, the U.S.
arm is targeting international distributors within
its sales areas. “Some newly identiﬁed markets
that we have captured and targeted in the last
year include Canada, Korea, Hong Kong and
Mexico,” he said.
“We also have great partnerships with
channel-focused U.S. distributors that service
the key markets of our Outdoor Division,
including ﬁshing, hunting and tactical.”
For 2017, Wiley X is targeting more of the
same and Wæver said that so far it is meeting
expectations. “Into the new year, Wiley X has
really put down a great marker. The number of
distributors continues to grow and we have the
biggest eyewear collection ever and the biggest
catalogue. Brand awareness continues on a fast
upward curve.”
Hill added: “2017 is an extremely exciting
year for Wiley X Inc. As well as it being our
30th anniversary, we have a great line-up
of new product introductions, including
models featuring Kryptek® camouﬂage, a new
partnership for Wiley X Inc.
“Furthermore, a focused and robust marketing
plan has been ﬁnalised that will continue to drive
consumer awareness and brand recognition,
while also supporting our vast independent
dealer network and national retail chains.”

WANT TO TALK TO WILEY X?
> Tel: +45 9693 0045 > Email: outdoor@wileyx.eu
> Tel: +1 800 776 7842 > Email: info@wileyx.com

REAL LIFE: HOW WILEY X SAVED THE EYESIGHT OF ITS DISTRIBUTOR IN ICELAND
Wiley X EMEA’s newest distributor is
testament to the safety beneﬁts of
the company’s protective eyewear.
Henrik Kassow Andersen, CEO

of Bergis Ehf, Wiley’s new partner
in Iceland, had his sight saved
because he was wearing a pair of its
sunglasses. He takes up the story:

“I went to a local forest with a larger
wood chipper that I had just hired,
but forgot to take my safety glasses.
Fortunately, I had my old Wiley X
(model P-17) to hand and that
proved crucial.
“During a woodcutting operation
I let go of the log with two metres
left – a bad idea – as I turned to pick
up a new log.
“The next thing I remember is my
glasses being slammed into my head

with the glass in full contact with my
eyeball. I ended up with a black eye,
cuts and bruises and a broken nose.
“At the hospital the doctor who
inspected my wounds told me that
my eyewear saved the right eye.”
As he looks back at the accident
he adds: “Don’t take your eyes for
granted when ﬁshing or being in the
great outdoors – always remember
to buy the right eyewear – it may
save your sight one day.””
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